Faculty of Applied Science, Vavuniya Campus

“Unlocking the lockdown of sustainable Technology”

Faculty of Applied Science, Vavuniya campus of the University of Jaffna is delighted to announce its first annual research session (FARS 2020), Unlocking the Lockdown of Sustainable Technology. FARS 2020 is open for extended abstracts from researchers and research scholars. This is an excellent opportunity to present any stages of your research findings. Accepted extended abstracts will be published in the conference proceedings and must be presented at the research conference.

Authors are invited to submit original, unpublished manuscripts (extended abstracts) on any aspects related but not limited to the following areas:

- Agriculture
- Aquaculture
- Computer Science
- Environmental Resource Management
- Environmental Science
- IT / ICT
- Mathematics and Statistics

Venue:

Vavuniya Campus of the University of Jaffna, Pampaimadu, Vavuniya. Please find the contingency plan in the special note.

Important Dates:

Deadline for the submission of extended abstracts: 30 July 2020
Notification of Acceptance: 15 September 2020
Deadline for the submission of camera-ready extended abstracts: 30 September 2020
Deadline for Registration: 14 October 2020
FARS - 2020: 04 November 2020

Manuscript Submission:

Manuscripts should be submitted electronically as PDF via the MS Conference Management Toolkit. There are no page limitations. Manuscripts must comply with the following:

- Font: Times New Roman, single line space
- The maximum word count is 1500, including abstract, main text and title
- Manuscripts should not contain any information to identify or trace the authors
- A precise title is mandatory (14 pt., centre-aligned)
- A single paragraph abstract less than 150 words (11 pt., bold)
- 3 – 6 Keywords (11 pt., italics)
- Subtitles: 12 pt., bold, left-aligned
Main text: 11 pt., justified
Introduction: maximum of three paragraphs
Background / Literature review
Problem specification/statement
Methodology/Methods
Results
All the tables and figures should be captioned and cited in-text. When citing a table or a figure in text, refer to it by its number, such as “Table 1” or “Figure 2”
Discussion (optional)
Conclusion(s): single paragraph
Reference (Use “Cite them right 10th edition - Harvard” referencing style), It is highly encouraged to use any reference management tool

Manuscript Submission Link: https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/FARS2020

Registration Fee:
Undergraduates: 1000/- Postgraduates: 2000/- Non-students: 5000/-

Special Note:
We are closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic on in-person events and governmental actions to keep our residents and meeting attendees safe. Let us wish for the world to recover soon from the COVID-19 pandemic. We urge our authors to be prepared for a virtual presentation (online via Zoom, Skype, Google Meet) in case if the current COVID-19 crisis continues. Please check the conference webpage for updates. Authors will be communicated via email. Please contact us through email for more information. Email queries to FARS2020@vau.jfn.ac.lk
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